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We have investigated the effect of laser irradiation on the terrace morphology of Br-covered GaAs
~110!. Layer-by-layer etching of GaAs~110! is demonstrated through laser-induced etching and
atomic desorption. Nanosecond pulsed-laser irradiation~hn52.3 eV, pulse power;35 mJ cm22!
of Br–GaAs ~110! initially produces a high density of small, single-layer etch pits as Br is
consumed. Continued laser irradiation causes Ga and As desorption from pit edges so that pits grow
and thereby remove the remnant of the top GaAs layer. When there is Br on the surface, pit growth
reflects the Br chemisorption structure~elongated along@001#! but subsequent atom desorption
favors growth along@11̄0#. © 1998 American Vacuum Society.@S0734-2101~98!01502-4#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Semiconductor surface etching with halogens can be a
vated by photon or particle irradiation. Several studies
laser-enhanced etching have shown the importance of e
tronic excitations of the reactant/surface ensemble, in wh
photocarriers participate directly in the reaction.1–5 In addi-
tion, relaxation and recombination of these photocarri
lead to a surface temperature rise and possibly thermally
tivated etching.1,2 The relative importance of these two com
ponents, photocarrier-induced etching and laser heating
pends on the intensity and wavelength of the laser as we
the optoelectronic and thermal properties of the system un
investigation. In the context of laser–solid interaction stu
ies, several investigations have explored atomic desorp
from defect sites on semiconductor surfaces during irra
tion below the ablation threshold.6,7 This phenomena is simi
lar to desorption induced by electronic transition in gas/so
systems.8

A suitable combination of laser-enhanced halogen etch
and laser-induced atomic desorption offers the possibility
achieving layer-by-layer removal of a semiconductor s
face, a desirable process in optimizing the quality of
surface and in modifying the surface for nanoscale appl
tions. Several previous studies have explored halogen e
ing of semiconductors that are enhanced by ultraviolet la
irradiation3,9 or low-energy Ar ions.10,11 In most of these
studies, however, microscopic structural characterization
the sample was not performed. Using a mechanical stylu
measure the overall etching depth over several tens of e
ing cycles, Aoyagiet al.10 reported a self-limiting etching o
GaAs ~100! by alternative etchant (Cl2) feeding and low-
energy ion bombardment. They attributed this behavior
two-dimensional-like etching. In this article, we report on t
realization of layer-by-layer etching for GaAs~110! using
chemical etching and laser-induced desorption of Ga and
from the etch-patterned surface. This procedure alternati
roughens the surface by monolayer pitting~with Br! and then
smooths it by pit growth and coalescence. Scanning tun
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ing microscopy~STM! makes it possible to monitor the su
face morphology at all stages.

II. EXPERIMENT

The experiments described here were performed in
ultrahigh vacuum chamber with a base pressure
5310211 Torr. Clean GaAs~110! surfaces were obtained b
cleaving p-type crystals~Zn-doped at 131018 cm23; MCP
Wafer Technology, Ltd., UK! which had initial dimensions
of about 3 mm33 mm310 mm. The density of initial de-
fects on terraces, mostly in the form of small point defects
adatoms, was typically<131012 cm22. A molecular beam
of Br2 from a solid-state electrochemical cell operating
ultrahigh vacuum12 was used to dose the sample. The typic
operating current in the source was 5mA; in our experimen-
tal configuration, 100 s Br2 exposure at room temperatur
produced a GaAs~110! surface with Br coverage of abou
0.25 ML @1 ML58.8431014 cm22, the planar density of
GaAs~110!#. The sample could be heated by a tungsten fi
ment, using a thermocouple to monitor the temperature
frequency-doubled Nd-YAG laser emitting 2.3 eV~532 nm!
photons with a pulse duration of;6 ns and a repetition rate
of 10 Hz was used to irradiate the sample at normal in
dence. The laser beam had an approximate 5 mm 1/e spot
diameter and an energy fluence of;35 mJ cm22 per pulse
incident on the sample, as measured by a pyrolytic po
meter and a photodiode. No additional Br2 was supplied after
the initial dosing. After each reaction step, the sample w
transferred to the STM stage and constant-current, occup
state images~As-sublattice! were recorded at room tempera
ture. Imaging during irradiation or heating was not possib
and it was not possible to return to exactly the same por
of the surface during sequential processing. The images
sented here have@11̄0# running from lower right to upper
left. They are representative images that reflect surface
concentration, etch pit density, and area in various etch
stages. The vacuum during Br2 exposure, photon irradiation
and STM measurement was better than;8310211 Torr.
490/16 „2…/490/4/$10.00 ©1998 American Vacuum Society
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III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The micrograph of Fig. 1~a! represents the surface aft
condensing;0.25 ML of Br at 400 K. The surface is deco
rated with bright features that form two-dimensional islan
and chains elongated along@001#, i.e., perpendicular to the
substrate atomic row direction@11̄0#. As discussed pre
viously,13,14 Br2 chemisorbs dissociatively on GaAs~110!

FIG. 1. ~a! Occupied-state image of GaAs~110! after dosing with 0.25 ML
of Br at 400 K. The bright 231/c(232) islands and chains elongated alon
@001# reflect Br bonded to As sites. Within these structures, all Ga sites
half of the As sites are Br terminated (2003200 Å2). ~b! Surface morphol-
ogy after 200 laser pulses~pulse fluence;35 mJ cm22! while the sample
was heated to 400 K. Irradiation produces a large number of small etch
Residual Br decorates the pit edges. Some Br chains and small island
also visible (2503250 Å2).
JVST A - Vacuum, Surfaces, and Films
s

and these features reflect Br bonded to As. Associated w
them are Br–Ga features, but they are obscured by
brightness of Br–As. The Br coverage,uBr , was determined
by direct counting. Irradiation with 200 laser shots while t
sample was held at 400 K produced small, single-layer d
etch pits, as shown in Fig. 1~b!. The typical pit size was less
than ten surface unit cells, and the pit density was as hig
1.531013 cm22. About 13% of the top layer in Fig. 1~b! had
been removed by 200 shots, asuBr was reduced to 0.1 ML,
reflecting desorption of bromides in laser-enhanced etch
Most of the residual Br adatoms appeared as scattered
tures around the etch pits, together with a few short cha
and Br islands. The decoration of pit boundaries by Br
flects the fact that such sites have lower coordination nu
bers and are favorable adsorption sites.13,14Comparison with
thermal etching13,14 indicates that pulsed-laser-induced etc
ing produced a much higher density of smaller and less re
lar etch pits.

Insights into the reaction pathways associated with la
etching of Br–GaAs can be obtained by comparison w
results for Cl–GaAs. For submonolayer Cl coverages,
etch products are GaCl, GaCl3, and Asx (x52,4) with either
thermal activation15,16 or nanosecond UV laser irradiation.3,9

In thermal etching, similar reaction pathways were obser
for Cl–GaAs and Br–GaAs.14 Terrace pit creation is a costl
process in view of bond breaking and it involves formatio
desorption of GaBr3, while GaBr desorption is primarily in-
volved in pit enlargement at low local Br concentration. T
irradiation etch yield deduced from Figs. 1~a! and~b! is 0.87.
Since the etch yields for trihalide and monohalide chann
would be 2/3 and 2, assuming spontaneous Asx desorption,
the observed yield of 0.87 implies that;85% (;15%) of
the Br was consumed via the trihalide~monohalide! channel.
Based on a one-dimensional heat diffusion model, we
estimate that the surface temperature rise was;250 K for a
laser pulse fluence of 35 mJ cm22 ~Ref. 5!. The resultant
peak surface temperature of;650 K was sufficient to acti-
vate both monohalide and trihalide channels; the former
sorbs at 600 K whereas the latter~high concentration chan
nel! can occur at 500 K.14 Studies of etching at various puls
powers and substrate temperatures suggest the presen
photochemical contributions, as discussed elsewhere.17 We
did not observe a desorption difference betweenn-type ~Si-
doped, 131018 cm23! andp-type samples. This was becau
for nanosecond pulses with intensities more than 1 mJ cm22

per pulse, the density of photocarriers in the depletion reg
exceeds the dopant concentration by orders of magnitud5

The effects of subsequent laser irradiation were sum
rized in Fig. 2, which demonstrates etch pit growth and
cremental removal of the top atomic layer. The base te
perature was 300 K~instead of 400 K in Fig. 1! to avoid
pitting of the exposed second layer. Figure 2~a! was obtained
after 43103 shots of the surface in Fig. 1~b!. The pit density
was reduced to 231012 cm22, about 13% of that in Fig.
1~b!, as small pits expanded and overlapped. At this sta
;25% of the top layer had been removed.

Pit growth due to irradiation for a surface that is partia
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FIG. 2. STM micrographs showing that laser irradiation of the surface of Fig. 1~b! first produces irregular pits by enabling growth along@001#, ~a!, until the
Br is depleted. Thereafter, in~b! and~c!, atom desorption prevails and causes enhanced growth along@11̄0#. In ~d!, .98% of the top layer has been remove
The inset in~d! highlights a small island of the top-layer remnant@5503550 Å2 in ~a!, 8003800 Å2 in ~b!, ~c!, and~d!#.
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Br covered occurs via Br etching and desorption of subst
atoms that come from the boundaries of existing pits. T
etching reflects a combination of short-duration laser hea
and substrate-mediated photocarrier-induced reaction. A
as thermal desorption of atoms from the pit boundaries
concerned, heating at 650 K for 10 min caused no such a
evaporation in the absence of Br.14 Since the pulse fluenc
here gives rise to a peak surface temperature of o
;550 K, we conclude that atom desorption was enabled
electronic excitation. This is supported by laser-induc
atom desorption studies on GaAs~110! where the depen
dence of Ga0 emission on laser wavelength~at powers com-
parable to ours! revealed a direct correlation between the G0

desorption and the density of photo-generated tw
dimensional electron–hole pairs.7 Surface defects such a
adatoms, steps, and vacancies represent favorable site
localization of the electronic excitation energy. The mod
cation of the charge state by excitation or by trapping
carriers causes local bond distortion that leads to a
desorption.6,7 In control experiments, we irradiated a pristin
J. Vac. Sci. Technol. A, Vol. 16, No. 2, Mar/Apr 1998
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GaAs ~110! with 1.23104 laser shots at the same pulse fl
ence (35 mJ cm22) and found no increase of terrace defe
density.

The effects of both Br etching and atom desorption fro
pit boundaries are evident in Figs. 2~a! and 2~b!. The former
occurs with minimal surface diffusion of Br, so it tends
mimic the chemisorption structure@Fig. 1~a!# and enhances
pit elongation along@001#. On the other hand, laser-induce
Ga or As desorption favors pit growth along@11̄0# because
of the weaker bonding of nominally twofold coordinated a
oms at pit ends. The result is that the overall pit shapes
highly irregular at first. With extended laser irradiation
produce Fig. 2~b!, progressing from 2~a! where the Br con-
centration was,0.02 ML, the morphology reflects atom
emission with pit elongation along@11̄0#. In Fig. 2~b!, the
exposed second layer accounts for 52% of the surface.
incremental removal associated with those 1.83104 laser
shots was 0.27 ML and the emission yield w
1.331010 atoms/cm2 per pulse~hn52.3 eV, pulse fluence
35 mJ cm22!.
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Figure 2~c! shows that increasing the number of shots
7.23104 reduced the top layer to 0.25 ML. The remnants
this stage are long, thin strips. The corresponding emis
yield was 3.83109 atoms cm22 per pulse, which is 28% o
that when going from Fig. 2~a! to Fig. 2~b!. This lower yield
reflects a decreasing number of available atom desorp
sites~total of pit-boundary atoms! due to shrinkage of the top
layer, and a smaller proportion of boundary atoms on st
across@11̄0#.

Finally, Fig. 2~d! was produced by exposing the surface
a total of 1.843105 laser shots. This corresponds to the
moval of >98% the top GaAs~110! layer. The only rem-
nants of the top layer are small scattered islands consistin
several to several tens of atoms. In addition, some small
of 1–4 surface unit cells are visible on the second layer
Fig. 2~d! ~density 1.531012 cm22, 0.008 ML removed!.
Analysis shows that the emission yields per available
from a terrace site and pit boundary site differ by;103

under our experimental configuration. This ratio can be f
ther improved by decreasing the laser pulse energy but
would increase the number of laser shots necessary to
move the top atomic layer~the emission yield follows a
power law dependence on pulse energy6,17!. While the num-
ber of laser shots used for monolayer removal via this tw
step process is large, we note that the laser–surface inte
tion time is only;1 ms.

In summary, we have demonstrated layer-by-layer
moval on GaAs~110! by first seeding the surface with va
cancies~laser-assisted halogen etching! and subsequently us
ing the laser to induce pit growth. Initially, the surfac
morphology reflects the Br chemisorption structure bu
changes as Br is depleted. Minimal disruption of the expo
second layer was observed because of the higher pulse
ence needed for terrace atom desorption. The halogena
irradiation cycle presented here provides a protocol for lay
by-layer removal of semiconductor materials. Tuning t
JVST A - Vacuum, Surfaces, and Films
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initial halogen coverage, the laser power, and the pho
energy will give another dimension to surface patterning a
removal.
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